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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1956, A. Grothendieck used the methods and ideas of his theory of 
tensor products of topological vector spaces to develop a theory of 
Fredholm determinants on Banach spaces. This work [G] attracted little 
attention, even though it is by far the most profound study in the subject 
of functional determinants. The theory of Fredholm determinants on 
Hilbert spaces is conceptually and technically easier than the Banach space 
theory, but it is also less natural and often insufficient for applications, see, 
e.g., [RS]. 
In this paper we are concerned with the theory of Pfafhans on Banach 
spaces. This extends the theory of infinite dimensional Pfaffians, previously 
developed in the context of Hilbert spaces [PS, JLW]. Recall that if 
A = {AJk} is a skew symmetric n x n matrix, then its Pfaffian is defined by 
(2kk!)-’ c (-1)~A.r1~,(2)...An,2k~l)rr(2k)7 if n=R 
Pf(A)= n E SZk (1.1) 
0, if n=2k+ 1, 
where S,, is the group of permutations of 2k elements. From the point of 
view of infinite dimensional analysis, the relative Pfaffian [JLW, PS] is a 
more appropriate object to study. Let A and B be two skew symmetric 
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2k x 2k matrices with A invertible. Then the relative PfafIian Pf(A, B) can 
be represented as 
Pf(A B) .=pf(AP’--B) 9 ’ Pf(A-‘) (1.2) 
The relative Pfaffian has the property that 
Pf(A, B)’ = det(Z- AB). (1.3) 
Definition (1.2) motivates our general definition of the relative Pfaffian. 
As a typical example [JLW], we consider an unbounded, skew symmetric 
operator Q on a Hilbert space X which can be written as Q = Q, - I’. 
Here Q0 is unbounded and invertible, and V is a suitable bounded pertur- 
bation. The domain E := D( IQ01 I’* -“), 0 < E < l/2, can be given the topol- 
ogy of a Banach space. Then (QO))’ can be viewed as a bounded operator 
from E’ to E, where E’ is the topological dual of E. Assume now that 
(Qo) -‘: E’ + E and V: E + E’ are nuclear mappings. Then the relative 
Pfaffian Pf(Q; ‘, V) is defined. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we defined the relative 
Pfaffian and study its basic properties. Section III contains a number of 
useful algebraic identities. In Section IV we define and study the properties 
of the relative Pfaffian minor. In Section V we relate the present theory to 
the Hilbert space theory. 
II. RELATIVE PFAFFIAN 
Let E be a complex Banach space, and let E’ be its topological dual 
equipped with the usual structure of a Banach space. By ( ., . ), we denote 
the canonical pairing between E’ and E. Let A\“(E) denote the nth exterior 
power of E equipped with the projective norm [G, S]. Explicitly, for 
w E l\“(E), the projective norm is defined by 
/M1 :=inf{ f Il-yll llxfll ... lb-Jl}, 
,=I 
(11.1) 
where the inlimum is taken over all possible representations of o of the 
form 
m 
o=~x;Ax;A ... A q, x,” E E. 
.j= I 
(11.2) 
580’102’2-5 
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Likewise, we define A\“(E’), the nth projective exterior power of E’. We 
observe that the pairing ( ., . ): E’ x E-+ C induces a natural continuous 
pairing ( ., . ): A”(E’) x A”(E) + C given by 
(e, A ... A e,, x, A ... A x,) :=det{ (e,, x,)}. (11.3) 
As a consequence of Hadamard’s inequality, 
n 
(11.4) 
and thus, for arbitrary q E lI\“(E’), o E r\“(E), 
DEFINITION 11.1. Let A E A’(E’), BE A’(E). The relative Pfaffian, 
Pf(A, B), is a function A2(E’) x A’(E) -+ @ given by 
Pf(A, B) := -f 1 - (/InA, A”B). 
n=O WI’ 
(11.6) 
THEOREM 11.2. The above series converges absolutely and 
cc 1 
IPfM B)I d .lx, (q’ - I (A\“4 A”B>I d exp(2e IIAII 1 llBl 1. (11.7) 
Proof. From (11.5) 
I(A\“A,A\“B)I d f ’ 2 (2n)‘Y IIA II I IIBII 1 1”. 
n=O (n!) 
Using the inequality 
n* 
-<en-‘, 
n! 
we can bound the above sum by 
(11.8) 
Next we establish Holder continuity of the relative Pfaffian. 
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THEOREM 11.3. For A,, A, E/\~ E’, B,, B,E/~’ E, 
IWA,, B,)-WA,, B2)l 
~~(II~,-~2ll,~ll~,II,+II~2ll,~ 
+ IIB,-B2II,(IIA,II, + IlArll,)) 
xexp{2eWII, + lIA2Il,)(lIB,II, + lIB2II,). (11.9) 
ProoJ: Define A(s):=sA,+(l-s)A,, and B(s):=sB,+(l-s)B,. 
Observe that for A, E A’(E), A, A . . A A, is symmetric under permuta- 
tion of A,, . . . . A,. Thus by the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
WA,, B,)- WA,, B2) 
= 
$ Pf(A(s), B(s)) ds 
+ (/j”A(s), (B, -B,) A /Y’B(s))} ds. 
Using (11.5) and (IM), 
ITA,, B,)- WA,> &)I 
x 
“,C, (n!)’ 
-%WIIA,-A2ll,WIl,+llB2ll,) 
which is (11.9). [ 
Let A\“,,,(E) denote the algebraic exterior power of the Banach space E. 
The projective exterior power A\“(E) is the completion of A!&.(E) in the 
norm 1) .II, of (11.1). 
COROLLARY 11.4. Let A E l”\‘(E’) and BE /j’(E). There exists sequences 
A~~/j~,~E’andB,~A~,,Esuch that lIA-A,ll,+O, llB-B,ll,+O,and 
Pf(A, B)= lim Pf(A., B,). 
n - ICC 
(11.10) 
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Let G, E, and H be Banach spaces. There is a natural continuous pairing 
.:(G@E’)x(E@H)-+G@H, (II.1 1) 
where G @ E’, E 0 H, and G @ H are equipped with the projective topol- 
ogy, such that 
(gOe).(xOh)= (e,x)gOh, (11.12) 
for g E G, e E E’, x E E, and h E H. As a consequence of (11.12) 
II~~~lI,dll~lI,lI~Il,~ (11.13) 
for X E G @ E’ and YE E @ H. The pairing . is associative in the sense that 
(X.Y).Z=X.(Y.Z), for XEGOE’, YEEOF’, ZEFOH. 
We will use (II.1 1) to define various pairings between exterior powers of 
Banach spaces. For example, since A’(E) can be identified as a closed 
subspace of E@E via XA j++x@y-y@x, we have a pairing A*(E’)x 
A’(E) + E’ @ E such that 
for e, f E E’, x, YE E. Clearly, IIA . BII, d 4 I1AIl, l/Bll,, for A E A2(E’), 
BE l\*(E). Since E’@ E is naturally identified with the space of nuclear 
operators on E, this shows that A . B can be regarded as an operator on E. 
The last pairing can also be interpreted as follows. We denote by 
Z’f(E, E’) the space of skew symmetric nuclear operators from the Banach 
space E to E’, and by ZT(E’, E) the space of skew symmetric nuclear 
operators from E’ to E. We have natural isomorphisms 4: A*(E) -+ 
Zq(E’, E) and 4’: A*(E’) + Z;(E, E’) given by 
(e,d(B)f>=<f~e,B>, e,fEE’. 
($w)x,Y)=(AxAY), x, YEE. 
(11.15) 
Then A . B = 4(B) 4’(A). 
For T nuclear, we let det(Z- T) denote the Fredholm determinant as 
defined by Grothendieck [G]. 
THEOREM 11.5. For A l A*(E’), BE/\~(E), 
Pf(A, B)2 = det(Z- A . B). (11.16) 
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Proof. Because of the continuity of both sides of (11.16) we may 
assume that BE /‘&(E). Then, there are finitely many linearly independent 
vectors xi, . . . . x, E E such that 
B=; 1 B,,xir\x,, B, = -Bk,. (11.17) 
1 <J,kGn 
Let Fc E be the vector subspace of E spanned by x1, . . . . x,. Clearly, A . B 
is a finite rank operator whose image is contained in F. We let 
Alk := (A, Xi A .yk >, 1 d j, k d n, (11.18) 
and observe that 
det(I-A.B)=det 6,-xA,B,, . 
P > 
(11.19) 
We claim that the left-hand side of (11.16) can also be written in this form. 
We let FL := {e E E’: (e, F) = 0}, and F” := E’/F’. Then F” is dual to F 
with the duality given by (z(e), x) := (e, x), where rr: E’-+ F” is the 
canonical projection. Let x(A) E A*( F”) be the projection of A; explicitly, 
if A =c, ei A fi, then 
n(A) = 1 n(e,) * 4,fi). (11.20) 
Then 
Pf( A, B) = Pf(z( A), B). (11.21) 
Now let xi E F”, 1 < j < n, be the basis for F”, dual to xj, 1 d j < n. Then 
x(A) =; 1 Ajk$ A x;, A, = -Aki, (11.22) 
1 < j.k<n 
with Ai, given by (11.18). But now, 
Pf(A, B)2=Pf({A,k}, {Bik})‘=det 6,-xA,B,, 
> 
, (11.23) 
P 
by (1.3), and the proof is complete. 1 
III. ALGEBRAIC IDENTITIES 
In this section we prove a number of algebraic identities involving the 
pairing ( ., . ) defined in Section II. The most interesting among them is 
(111.6), which will be used in the next section to compute Frechet derivatives 
of the relative Pfaffian. 
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To formulate our first identity, we replace the dual pair (E, E’) by 
(E’, E”), and notice that an element BE A*(E) can be naturally identified 
as an element of A*(,?“), as Ecj E”. Hence, if BE A*(E), and A E A’(E’), 
then Pf(B, A) is defined. An immediate consequence of (11.6) is: 
THEOREM 111.1. For (A, B) gA2(E’) x A*(E), 
Pf(A, B) = Pf(B, A). (111.1) 
Let .9’(E) denote the space of bounded linear operators on E. There is 
a natural action of 9(E) on /1*(E); namely for VE Z(E) and 
B = c, xj A y, E A*(E) we set 
(VA V)B:=C vx, A vy;. (111.2) 
Likewise, for A EC, ei A J; E A2(E’) we set 
( V’ A V’)A := c V’ei A V’fi, (111.3) 
where V’ denotes the adjoint of V. 
THEOREM 111.2. Let A,, . . . . A,, E A2(E’), B,, . . . . B, E r\*(E), and V/E Y(E). 
Then 
i;, (V’ A V’) A,, ;I Bj i A,, ;I (v A V) Bi (111.4) 
,=I /= 1 ,=1 ,=I 
Proof: The identity is clear for Ai = ej A h and Bl = x, A y,, j = 1, . . . . n. 
The general case follows by linearity and continuity. 1 
COROLLARY 111.3. For (A, B) E A2(E’) x A’(E), VE Z(E), 
Pf(( I” A V’)A, B) = Pf(A, (V A V)B). (111.5) 
Our next identity relates t//J’:, Ai, /\J’T: Bi) to (A:= 1 A,y A,“= 1 BJ)’ 
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THEOREM 111.4. For A,,, A 1, . . . . A, E A*(E’), B,, B,, . . . . B, E A*(E), 
(A A,, A Bi> 
/:o /=ll 
t?Z 
=p;o (A,, Bo) ( A A,, A B,) 
O</<H ,= I 
l+P 
+:.<;<. (( p’ 
A BO.A,+A;BO.A,) A /j Aj, ji B, 
> 
. (111.6) 
. . . /+P ,=I 
Pf4 
Proof: For a Banach space X, we set A’(X) = C, and let 
A(‘v := On>0 A” (X), where @ denotes the algebraic direct sum. Let 
( -, ): A(,!?‘) x A(E) + C denote the natural pairing induced by the pairing 
between E’ and E. For e E E’, we let h,T: A”(E’) + A”+ ‘(El) be the 
operator defined by 
b,T(e, A ... A e,) :=e A e, A ... A e,. (111.7) 
In the same manner we define the operator c,*: l\“(E) + A” + ‘(E), for 
x E E. These operators define the corresponding operators on l\(E’) 
and A(E), which we denote also by h,* and C-T, respectively. 
Let h,: /j”“(E’) -tjj”(E’) denote the adjoint of c:, and let 
c,: An+ ‘(E) + A\“(E) denote the adjoint of hf. These operators obey the 
algebra 
{b:, b,} = (e, x)4 {b,*, bf } = 0, (111.8) 
{c,, c?} = (e, x)1, {c,*, c$} =O. (111.9) 
Here {b,*, b, j := b,*b, + b,b,*, etc. Each A = xi e, A f;~ A’(E’) determines 
a linear operator (denoted by the same symbol) A on A (E’), namely 
A = 1 b,:b;. (111.10 
Likewise, to each B = cj xi A y, E A*(E) we assign the operator 
B=&$,c; (111.11 
on A(E). Let o’:=(l,O,O ,... )EA(E’) and w:=(l,O,O ,... )EA(E). Then, 
for A 1, . . . . A, E A(E’), B,, . . . . B, E A(E), 
( A Aj, A Bi) = ( fi Aid, fi Bjo). (111.12) 
/=l ,= I j= 1 ,= I 
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Now, since both sides of (111.6) are linear and continuous in the A’s and 
the B’s, it is sufficient to take A, = e, A f,, B, = xi A y,. Then, since 
bp’ = 0, 
J/fioejAd. A x~AY~j 
J=o 
n n 
1 b,;bl;*w’, fl c:,c.;o 
i=O i=O 
Using (111.8) we find that 
and 
CL bdbP1 = (e, x> bf - (A x> b,T, (111.13) 
{b,, Cb,,b,*b,*l)=(e,x)(f,~)-(f,x)(e,~)=(e*x,f~ Y>. 
(111.14) 
This gives the first term on the right-hand side of (111.6). Furthermore, 
comparing the identity 
Lb,, b:b$lCb,,, b,*,Ql+ Lb,, bS,b;lCb,, E,b;il 
= <e, * e,, x * Y> b;b,*2- (e, * .f2, x * Y> b;b,*, 
- (.f, A e2, * A Y> b,*,Q+ (.f, A f2, -x A Y> b,*,b,*, 
with the identity 
(et * fi). lx * y). (p2 * .f2) + (e2 * f2). (x * Y). (e, * fi) 
= -<cl * e2, x * y)fi * f2 + (e, * f2, x * y)f, * e2 
+<fi *e2,x*y)el Af2--<fi Afi,-xA y)e, *e2 
yields the second term on the right-hand side of (111.6). 1 
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COROLLARY 111.5. FOV A E A*(E), B,, B, , . . . . B, E A*(E), 
Sn A.B,.A A An-IA, A B, 
i 
.(III.lS) 
j= I 
IV. RELATIVE PFAFFIAN MINOR 
In this section we define and study the properties of the relative Pfaflian 
minor. Its significance in the theory of Pfaffians is similar to the significance 
of Fredholm minors in the theory of Fredholm determinants [G]. 
Let V denote Frechet derivative on A’(E). As a consequence of (11.7) 
the function 
@3z+Pf(A, B+zX)EC (IV.1) 
is entire and thus V” Pf(A, B) exists for n 3 0. 
DEFINITION IV.l. The nth relative Pfaflian minor of (A, B) E /j*(E’) x 
A*(E) is 
Pf’“‘(A, B) := n! V” Pf(A, B). (IV.2) 
THEOREM IV.2. For (A, B), (V, X) E A*(E’) x A’(E), the function 
623 t+Pf’“‘(A+zV, B+zX)E(~I\*“(E))‘, 
is entire. Furthermore, 
(IV.3) 
Proof: The first statement is a consequence of the definition and (11.7). 
To prove (IV.3), write for X,, . . . . x,~l”\*(E) 
(Pf’“‘(A B) X, A ... A X )= 
an 
3 3 n zZ,...az, 
. 
(IV.4) 
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Using (11.7) and Cauchy’s bound on an n-disc of radii 11X,(1 - ‘, 1 <j< n, we 
obtain 
1 (Pf’“‘(‘4, B), X, A . . . A Jf,>l bexp~2&4I,(lI~II, +n)) ii IWIt,. 
,=I 
This implies that 
for arbitrary w E /j’“(E) and (IV.3) follows. 1 
Our next result shows that the Pfaflian minor is Holder continuous as a 
map 
/j*(F) x A*(E) 3 (A, B) -+ Pf’“‘(A, B) E (AZ”(E))‘. (IVS) 
THEOREM IV.3. For (A,, B,), (A*, B2) E A*(E) x A’(E), 
IIPf’“‘(A ,r B,) - Pf’“‘(A,, B,)lI I 
d~lI~,-~2Il,+Il~,-~2ll~~~~p~~~~ll~2II,+II~~-~2lI,+~~ 
x(I1~2II,+Il~,-~,lI,+~+~)~. (IV.6) 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 11.3, 
Pf’“‘(A,, B,)-Pf’“‘(A,, B,)=j: ;Pf(“‘(A(s), B(s))ds. (IV.7) 
By Theorem IV.2, the function C 3 z + Pf’“‘(A + z V, B + zX) E A2”(E’) is 
entire. Therefore, Cauchy’s bound on a circle of radius ( 11 VII, + [IXll,) ~, 
yields 
II $Pf(“‘(A +sv, B+sX) II 
Q (II VII, + llJ4,) ev{W IV II I + II VII, + 1) 
x(ll~1I,+II~ll,+~+l))~ 
and (IV.6) follows. m 
(IV.8) 
Remark. Estimate (IV.6) with n = 0 is weaker than Theorem 11.13, 
because the method of proof using Cauchy’s bound is cruder than the 
method used to prove (11.9). 
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THEOREM IV.4. Assume that (I- A . B) ~ ’ E 9(E). Then 
Pf’“‘(A,B)=Pf(A,B)/j\“(Z-Ad-‘Aqj*”(E’), (IV.9) 
where (Z-A~B)~‘AE/~~(E’) is defined by ((I-A.B)-‘A,xr\ y) := 
(A,(I-A~B)~~‘xA~)=(A,xA(Z-A~B)~‘~),~~~X,~EE. 
Proof: We use induction on n. Let R 3s --t B(s) E A2(E) be a con- 
tinuously differentiable function. Then with B(s) := dB(s)/ds, 
$det(Z-A .B(s))= -tr((Z-A .B(s)) ‘A .&(s))det(Z-A .B(s)), 
(IV.10) 
where the trace of C,“_ i e, @X~E E’@ E is defined by tr(C,“_ l e, 0 x,) := 
C,“_ 1 (ej, x,>. F rom (11.16) and (IV.10) we infer that 
i Pf(A, B(s))= -k tr((Z- A .tl(.~))~‘A .B(s)) Pf(A, B(s)) 
= ((I- A .B(s)) IA, B(s)) Pf(A, B(s)). (IV.11) 
Choosing E(s) = B + SX we obtain 
Pf”‘(A, B) = Pf(A, B)(Z- A. B)-‘A, (IV.12) 
which proves (IV.9) for n = 1. 
We claim that for any n 3 1, 
an 
as, .-as, Pf A,B+ i s,X, ,=I > 
=~(An(z-A’(B+.~,sjxj))~‘A.~,~) 
xPf A,B+ i S/X/ 
> 
. (IV.13) 
,=I 
Indeed, we compute 
a IIf1 
as,-..as,+l 
n+l 
xPf A,B+ c six, 
,= 1 
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Using (111.15) we can rewrite this as 
??+I 
xPf A,B+ c siXj , 
]=I > 
which completes the inductive step of the proof of (IV.3). Evaluating 
(IV.13) at s=O yields (IV.9). 1 
COROLLARY IV.5 For all (A, B) E A’(E’) x l\‘(E), 
Pf’“‘(A, B) E /j’“(E’). (IV.14) 
Our last theorem relates the Pfaflian minor to the Fredholm minor [G]. 
Let M’“‘(T) := n! V” det(Z- T) be the n th Fredholm minor of TE E’ 0 E. 
THEOREM IV.6. For (A, B)EA’(E’) x A’(E) and x1, . . . . x2,,c E, 
Pf’“‘(A, B), i x, 
,=I 
,;, f(A) xi, Mc2”‘(A . B) i x,), (IV.15) 
/=I 
where 4’ is the naural isomorphism ,/j\‘(E’) z Zy(E, E’). 
Proof It is sufficient to prove (IV.15) for I- A B invertible (the 
general case follows by a perturbation argument). In this case 
M’“‘(T)=det(Z- T)lh\“(Z- T)-‘. (IV.16) 
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But then from (IV.9) 
211 2 
Pf’“‘(A, B), A Xi 
,= I 
= Pf(A, B)2 
i 
A\“(Z-A .B))‘A, ; x, 
2 
,=I 
=det(Z-A.B)P~({((~-A.B)-‘A,~,A~,)~)~ 
=det(Z-A.B)det({((Z-A.B))‘A,x,Ax,))})~. 
Furthermore, from (II. 15) 
((I-A.B)--‘A,x,~x,)=(A,x~r\ (I-A.B)-‘x,) 
= (f(A) xj, (I- A .B)-lx,), 
and the claim follows. a 
V. PFAFFIANS ON HILBERT SPACES 
In this section we assume that E= 2 is a separable Hilbert space, and 
let {x,),2, be an orthonormal basis for 2. By {XI),?, we denote the basis 
for 2’ which is dual to {xi},“=, .
For A E A2(H’), BE A’(%‘“) we set 
A., := (A, x, A .xk >, BJk := <x,’ A xi, B). W.1) 
Clearly, 
A,, = -A,,, B, = -Bkj. W.2) 
For each finite SC N, let A, and B, denote the restrictions of A and B to 
the subspaces spanned by xj and xi, je S, respectively. Then A, and B, are 
finite dimensional, skew symmetric matrices. In the theorem below, we give 
an expression for Pf(A, B) in terms of Pf(A,) and Pf( B,). This expression 
coincides with the formula used in [JLW, PS] to define the relative 
Pfaffran on a Hilbert space. 
THEOREM V.l. Let AgA2(X’), BE A2(#). Then 
Pf(A, B) = 1 Pf(A,) Pf(B,). 
SC N 
(V.3) 
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ProoJ We will show that 
& (A”4 A”B) = c WA,) WBs). 
,.;,‘=:n 
In fact, 
(V.4) 
Fix a set SC N of 2n elements: S= (s,, . . . . sZn} and sum over all j’s such 
that (j,, . . . . j,,} = S. The only nonvanishing contributions come from those 
k’s for which also {k, , . . . . k,, > = S. Therefore, denoting by SZn the group of 
permutations of 2n elements, we can write the above expression as 
&-pc 1 n E s2n P c S2n 
x A”n,llJn(2) . ..ASn.2n-l,“n,2n,BSp(l,Sp(Z, -BSp,h -I . wn, 
x (x:r,,, A . . . A &“,’ X, “,,, A . A X+,2n,) 
= Pf(A,) Pf(B,). 1 
In fact, on a Hilbert space, it is possible to extend the definition of the 
relative Pfaflian to a larger class of operators [JLW, JKL]. Let Aiilb(X) 
and /&,,,(Z’) denote the exterior powers of 3 and X’, respectively, 
equipped with the usual topology of a Hilbert space, see, e.g., [RS]. Then 
formulas (II. 15) define isomorphisms of Hilbert spaces $’ : A&,(#‘) + 
I;(%, X’) and 4: Ahilb(X) ---f I;(#‘, X)), where I;(#, 2’) denotes the 
space of all skew symmetric, Hilbert-Schmidt operators from X to X’. 
THEOREM V.2. For A E/\~~,~(X’), BEA~~,~(X), the series (11.6) 
converges absolutely. Furthermore, formula (V.3) holds and 
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Gexp a (lW(A)lIZ+ MN j))- 
{ 
(V.5) 
Finally, let us remark that choosing a complex structure on X”, we have 
the isomorphisms Z;I(X, 2’) r Z’;(X’, 2”) r Z’;(X). We thus recover the 
original structure of [JLW]. In fact, much sharper estimates on Pf(A, B) 
are obtained in [JKL]. 
As a specific example, we consider 2 = L’(X, dx), where X is a 
separable, locally compact space, and where dx is a Bore1 measure on X. 
Note that L2(X, dx) carries a natural complex structure given by complex 
conjugation, and thus we can identify 2” with 2. Clearly, Ahilt, = 
Lz(Xk, @t=, d-x,), the space of square-integrable, skew symmetric 
functions on Xk. 
LEMMA V.3. Let A, BE /j&(L’(X, dx)). Then 
(n!)2 
I 
2n 
(A”A, A”B) = (2n)! x2, Pf(A(x,, xk)) Pf(B(x,, xk)) @ dx,. W.6) 
,=I 
Proof. Let f,(x), j= 1, 2, . . . . be an orthonormal basis for L2(X, dx). 
Thenf, A &(x, v), j< k, is an orthonormal basis for A2(L2(X, dx)) and 
A(x, Y) = ; 1 Ajk(fr A .fk)(x> Y), 
i. k 
(V.7) 
with A., = jX2 A(x, y)(f, A fk)(x, y) dx@ dy. Inserting this into the integral 
on the right-hand side of (V.6) we obtain 
s X2n 
Pf(A(xj, xk)) Pf(B(x;, xk)) 6 d-x, 
j= 1 
= k,.?k,, ij?,~. (2”‘!)2 
x.fj,,,Jxp,,J . .fpc2,(Zn,(xpt2nJ ii dx,. 
,=l 
W.8) 
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The integral on the right-hand side of (V.8) vanishes unless k,,,, = Ipci,, for 
j= 1, 2, . ..) 2n. Therefore, (V.8) can be written as 
Comparing this with (V.4) yields (V.6). 1 
An immediate consequence of this lemma is: 
THEOREM V.4. For A E ALilb(L2(X, dx)) we let 
A,(x,, ..., x,,) := 
i 
PWb,~ Xk)h 
if n=2m, 
o (V.9) 
3 if n=2m+1. 
Then :
(i) The Pfuffiun Pf(A, B), A, BE/~&,(%‘), has the expansion 
Pf(A, B) = $ $ i,,, A,(x,, . . . . xn) B,(x{, . . . . xn) 6 d-k;. (V.10) 
n=O . ,= I 
(ii) Let Pf’“‘(A, B)(y,, . . . . y2,) denote the integral kernel of the m th 
Pfaffian minor of (A, B). Then 
Pf’“‘(A > NY,, . . ~2rn) . 9 
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